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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED 104-10423-10261
TO: CANBERRA, MELBOURNE
FROM: DIRECTOR
CONF: C/WH 4
INFO: DC1, D/DC1, DOP, C/C1 2, VR

TO: PRIORITY CHER, MELB
INFO: PRIORITY CHER, MELB

RYBAT GPFLOOR
(KHP63) *
HF CHF 2511, CHER 0591 (K HP 330) **

AGREE ANONYMOUS CALLER LOOKS LIKE A CRANK BUT PLS CONTINUE FOLLOW UP. IF HE CALLS AGAIN, DO EVERYTHING TO IDENTIFY HIM. SLUG ALL TRAFFIC ONLY AS ABOVE.

END OF MESSAGE

Document Number 224-89A
for FOIA Review on APR 1976

C/S Comment: *SQUARE/1(1) has no record of a Polish driver connected with Russian diplomatic establishment in Australia.
**Verbatim text of an anonymous call.
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Comments: no record of a Polish driver connected with Russian diplomatic establishment in Australia. **Verbatim text of an anonymous call.**